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Abstract. In this paper the adiabatic invariants for strongly nonlinear dynamical

systems with two degrees of freedom described by complex functions are obtained. The

method [1] developed for dynamical systems with one degree of freedom is extended to

systems with two degrees of freedom. The method is based on Noether's theory and

the use of Krylov-Bogolubov-Mitropolski (KBM) and elliptic-Krylov-Bogolubov (EKB)

asymptotic techniques. The adiabatic invariants for two types of strong nonlinearities

are constructed: the pure cubic nonlinearity and quasi-cubic nonlinearity. The adiabatic

invariants are used to obtain the approximate solution to the equations of motion.

1. Introduction. In this study we consider the problem of finding invariants of

dynamical systems the motions of which are described by complex functions. Usually

these are one-mass systems with two degrees of freedom. The generalized mathematical

model is

z + g*(r,z,z,cc) = £f*(r,z,z,cc), (1)

where the left side of the equation has a Hamiltonian structure, z = x + iy is a complex

deflection function, x, y are coordinates, i is the imaginary unit, cc are the corresponding

complex conjugate functions, t is time, e is a small parameter, t = et is slow time, /* =

ft + 2/2 is an arbitrary complex function, (') indicates d/dt, (") = d2/dt2, (') = d/dr,

and (~) indicates a complex conjugate function.

The dynamical systems analyzed in this paper are strongly nonlinear. Two different

types of dynamical systems are investigated:

a) the nonlinearity is quasi-cubic and the differential equation of motion is

z + c3(t)z(zz) = £f*(r,z,z,cc)- (2)

b) the nonlinearity is pure cubic,

z + c3(t)z3 = £f*(r,z,z,cc),

where C3 is a function of slow time.
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In both systems, besides the strong nonlinearity, a weak nonlinearity also exists. It is

a function of slow time, complex and conjugate deflection functions, and corresponding

velocities. According to the author's knowledge the invariants of the systems with two

degrees of freedom are insufficiently investigated. Some investigations were done in ob-

taining invariants of the uncoupled dynamical systems (see [2-4]) and "weakly" coupled

systems where the coupling is realized through the existence of small nonlinearities [5].

In [6] the conservation law for a rheo-linear system with linear coupling and two degrees

of freedom, which possesses Hamiltonian structure, is obtained.

In this paper the previous considerations are extended to a special group of dynamical

systems with strong nonlinear couplings and a complex deflection function. The method

for finding adiabatic invariants of systems with two degrees of freedom suggested in

this paper represents an extension of the procedure developed by Djukic [1] for obtaining

adiabatic invariants for systems with one degree of freedom. The method can be described

briefly as follows.

The method is based on Noether's theory [7] and the use of Krylov-Bogolubov-

Mitropolski (KBM) [8, 9] and elliptic-Krylov-Bogolubov asymptotic techniques [10-15].

Noether's theory requires the study of the invariant properties of the Lagrangian func-

tion with respect to infinitesimal transformations of the complex deflection and time.

A conservation law exists if the infinitesimal transformation of the complex deflection

and time leaves the Lagrangian function invariant. The necessary condition for existence

of first integrals, i.e., exact invariants, is transformed into the KBM or EKB variables.

Any approximate solution of this necessary condition yields the corresponding adiabatic

invariant.

The time derivatives of the invariant can be of any order with respect to the power

of the small parameter e. In our consideration only the first-order approximation is

obtained. The procedure of higher approximations is the same, but requires more calcu-

lation.

It is indicated how the invariants may be used for forming of the approximate solu-

tions. If the adiabatic invariants are independent (the Jacobian determinant (see [7]) is

nonzero), they can be solved with respect to the KBM or EKB variables and approximate

solution of the problem can be formed. It is applied to a dynamical system with strong

nonlinearity and linear time-dependent parameter.

2. Noether's theory for systems described with complex functions. We may

construct the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian functions for the conservative part of Eq.

(1) dependent on slow time, complex and conjugate deflection functions, complex and

conjugate velocity, and corresponding complex and conjugate generalized momenta:

L = L(t, z, z, cc), (4)

H = H{r,z,pz,cc), (5)

where pz — px + ipy is the complex generalized momenta, px = ^4, py = ^4, px and py

are generalized momenta. The functions L and H have real values.
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Let us consider the transformation of the time, deflections, and momenta:

t* = t + pa(t, r, z, pz, cc),

z* = z + p<f>(t,T,z,pz,cc),

Z* = Z + p4>(t,T,Z,pz,CC),

z* = z +z& + $(t,T,z,pz,cc)], (6)

z* = z + n[(j) - za + r, z, pz,cc)\,

P*z = pz+ pv(t,T,Z,pz,Cc),

P*z = Pz+Pv{t,T,Z,pz,CC),

where p is a small parameter of the transformation and a, (j>, <£, and v are unknown

functions and <p, $, and V are the corresponding complex conjugate functions. The infin-

itesimal transformations are:

At = pa,

A z* = p<f>,

Az* = p4>,

Az* S p(<j> - za + $), (7)

AT = p(c/) -ia + §),

Ap*z ̂  pv,

Ap*z ̂  pV.

Let us assume that the following expression,

I =[\{Pz^ + Pzz)-H]dt, (8)

is invariant under the transformation (7) in the sense that

A/ = [i(p*zI*+p*zz*) - H*]dt* - [l(pzi + pzi) - H]dt = 0, (9)

where H* = H* (t*, z*, p*z, cc*).

We note that Eq. (9) could be generalized by adding a total differential (gauge func-

tion). It turns out that we do not need this additional term. Combining (4), (5), and

(6), developing the term H* in series around the point (t,z, pz,cc), and retaining only

the terms linear in the small parameter v, we obtain

AI =p
, U dH\ _/l. dH\ 1 ,-l. - 1_ •" I ̂  - W.) + " U* ~ W,) + 2'-'■* + 1 + 2;10 ■+

dH , m- 9H „.l , (10'
- dt
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or in equivalent form:

A/ = fi + Pz<t>) ~ H(J] + \Pz® + \Pz$

+ - ^r) (i(r - $++?§ - i£/*)

+ \ef*{za -~$) + \e]*{za -</>)} dt.

For the real Hamiltonian function (5), which is described with complex and conjugate

deflections and momenta, Hamilton's equations are

9H ^ dH
z = 2 — , z = 2 — ,

dp, dpz

dH dH
pz~~2w Pz~~~dZ-

(12)

If the functions <j>, 4>, <7, <3>, and $ satisfy the relation

p2$ + pz$ + ef*(zcr - 4>) + ef*(za - <f>) = 0, (13)

we may deduce the following statement from (10) and (11):

If under the infinitesimal transformation (7) the expression (8) is invariant in the sense

of Eq. (10), then the quantity

D - \{pz<j> + ~pz<t)) - Her, (14)

is an exact invariant for the dynamical system under consideration. The necessary con-

ditions for the functions <j>, <j>, and a that must be satisfied if the function I is invariant

under the infinitesimal transformation (7) are given by

\(Pz4> + Pz<t> +Pz4> + Pz<!>) - H<J - Ha = 0 (15)

and Eq. (13).

3. Noether's theory in KBM variables. Let us consider the dynamical system

with quasi-cubic nonlinearity described in (2). Lagrange's and Hamilton's functions are

L = \(zz) - \cz(t)(zz)2, (16)

H = \pzpz + Ic3(t)(zz)2, (17)

where pz = z and pz = z.
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For the single frequency case let us transform the complex variables z, z, pz, pz into

the KBM variables A and ip (see [16]):

z = Aexp(iip), z — A exp(-iip), (18)

pz = Aiuj exp(i^), ~pz = —AiLuexp(-iil)), (19)

where

rp— u>(s) ds + 6(t), (20)
Jo

co = A^, (21)

and the KBM variables are functions of time t. Equation (2) is now replaced by a system

of two first-order differential equations

Ac^ F
A=-®^ + M^Im[/eXp(-#)l' (22)

ip = Re[/exp(-iv)]> (23)

where / is the function /* with the Hamiltonian variables replaced by the KBM variables

(18) and (19).

The Hamiltonian (17) in the new variables is

H = f A4c3. (24)

Substituting (18) and (19) into (14) the first integral of motion for the dynamical

system under consideration and the conditions for I to be invariant are transformed in

KBM variables. The exact invariant (14) is

D = ^A2iy/c^[exp(iip)4) - exp{-iip)4>} - f A4c3a, (25)

where the functions 0, a and the corresponding complex functions satisfy the relations

(13) and (15), i.e.,

{Ai^/c3[exp(iip)(t> — exp(—iip)§] — ScrA3^}

( Ar' f

- \A2v^[exp(#)0 - exp(-#)</>] ^2^_- Re[/exp(-z^)]| (26)

g  
+ , 3 [exp{iip)<j> - exp(—iip)<fi]

4v^j

+ A2is/ci[exp{iijj)(j) - exp(—iip)4>] - |eA4c'3a - |A4c3& — 0

A2iy/c3[exp(itp)^ — exp(—— £f[A2i^/c3crexp(—iip) + <t>

+ ef[A2iy/c^cr exp(i^) — <j>\ = 0.

and

(27)
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As is well known from the theory of first integrals, the functions a, </>, $2 and the

corresponding conjugate functions may be any solutions of (26) and (27). So they define

some classes of exact invariants. If Eq. (26) admits a solution in 0 and cr, then the

equation of motion (2) admits an exact invariant (25) in KBM variables.

We must remember that in Hamiltonian mechanics the generalized momenta are

known functions of time, generalized coordinates, and generalized velocities. Hence, the

transformed generalized momenta p* and p* are determined by the transformed quanti-

ties t*, z*, z*, i.e., the quantities v and V in (6) and (7) are functions of <7, <j>, 3>, and

4. The adiabatic invariants for the quasi-cubic system. The possibility of

finding the exact solution of Eq. (26) is strongly limited by the particular forms of the

functions C3 and /. For this reason we search for approximate solutions of this equation.

The invariance condition AI — 0 is not fulfilled by those solutions. Here the approximate

solution is proportional to £ leading the AI proportional to e2.

Let us assume the solution of Eq. (26) as the following series in the small parameter

a = a0{T,A,%/j) + sa^r, A,ip)+e2 + ■■■ , (28)

<j> = 4>o(t, A,ip) + A, tp) + e2 H , (29)

1> = Mr, A, ip) + e4>x (r, A, ip) + e2 + ■ • • , (30)

where Co, <J\ 4>o, 4>i, • ■ • and their complex conjugates <p0, <px,... are unknown func-

tions. Substituting (28), (29), and (30) into (26), separating terms of the same order

with respect to the small parameter e, and neglecting quantities of order e2, we obtain

the following two partial differential equations:

e : Ai[exp(iip)(j)Q — exp(—iip)<po\

dao „ (31)
- \A2 ^[exp(iip)^0 - exp(—iip)<fio] ~ |A4c3— = 0.

e1 : {Ai^[exp{iip)(f>0 - exp(~iip)(po] - 3a0A3c3}

X{-^L + M^?Iml/eXpM,>)1}

- iA3c3[exp(i'i/;)01 - exp(-iip)<pi]

+ iyl2v/ci[exp(iV)^o - exP(~Re[/exp(-#)]

+ ^-^[exp(iipj<j>0 - exp{-ixp)(f>0] (32)
C3

dcr
+ A2is/ci[exp{ixl))4>l - exp(-iip)<j>i\ - \AAd3a0 - |

" 1^3 {"§ + 2^ Im[/exp(-^)]} - |A'c3^

+ |^2\/c3^Re[/exp(-#)] = 0.
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In these nonlinear equations the functions a0, 0i, 0o, 0i, and cc are unknowns. We

stress that these functions may be any particular solutions of Eqs. (31) and (32). There

are four independent unknown functions and only two equations. This enables us to

choose two arbitrary functions and then to find the other two functions from the equa-

tions.

One of the simplest forms of the functions that satisfy Eqs. (31) and (32) is

0o = O, </>i=0 (0o=°' 01=0), (33)

co = <t0 (A,t), (34)

_ 1 /1 c'3 ( d(T0 da0 \

ai Ay/cH \ 4 c3 \ dA °3 dc3 ) *

o / i 3 \ C 1
" AV5 + 4AJ*) J I»l/«p(-w} .

where oo is an arbitrary function of the corresponding variables. According to (25) and

(33)-(35) the adiabatic invariant is

D =-^A4c3(a0 +eai). (36)

We emphasize that in the adiabatic invariant (36) the function &o remains completely

arbitrary. Now we select the function <jq in such a way as to give some special forms of

the adiabatic invariant.

a) For

0*0 = -j^=, (37)

the adiabatic invariant has the form of Born's invariant, where the leading term is energy

divided by the "frequency". It is

n H^ f3A2c
D i = (- e'

id
- 8^ /lm[/exp(-#)#} . (38)

b) For the case in which uo is taken to be

0o = 1, (39)

the adiabatic invariant is of energy type

D-2 = H + e{^A J Im[/exp(—iip)dijj}. (40)

c) A special form of adiabatic invariant is obtained for

a°= "IF' ^

and it is

Dn = ^rn - 3^4D3 = |c3 - \eA-^i!>. (42)
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FlG. 1. Adiabatic invariants for the quasi-cubic oscillator

Example. Let us consider the case when the perturbing function is

r = 0. (43)

The adiabatic invariants are

Dl = + (44)
16c3

D2 = f^4c3, (45)

and the third invariant D3 is given by (42).

In Fig. 1 the adiabatic invariants are plotted. The initial amplitude and phase angle

are A() = 1 and tpo = 0, respectively. C3 is a linear function of slow time, i.e.,

C3 = 1 + t. (46)

It can be seen that all of the adiabatic invariants are almost constant.

The adiabatic invariants are independent and the Jacobian determinant of Eqs. (42),

(44), and (45) is nonzero. The adiabatic invariants (44) and (45) describe the motion of

the system. Using the algebraic equations (44) and (45) the KBM variables are

/ \ !/4

A = j (47)
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Fig. 2. Solutions of the motion for the quasi-cubic oscillator in the

(x,y)-plane. —exact numerical solution; asymptotic solution

and

£C

4yl0 /.a 4/ -,5,fC3 Vc3C30 (48)

For the previous values of the parameters the solution in the (x, j/)-plane is plotted (Fig.

2). The approximate solution is compared with the exact numerical solution. Comparing

the numerical and approximate solutions it is concluded that the difference is negligible

for small values of the parameter e.

5. Noether's theory in EKB variables. We consider the dynamical system with

pure cubic nonlinearity described by (3). Lagrange's and Hamilton's functions are

L = + z2) - ±c3(t)(z4+ tl), (49)

H = \{pl +pI) + !c3(t)(24 + 24), (50)

where pz = ~z and ~pz — z.

We transform the complex variables z, z, pz, ~pz into the EKB variables A and ^ (see

[10]):

z = v4[cn(V>, 1/2) + isn(tp, 1/2)] = yl(cn+ isn),

z — yl(cn — i sn), (51)

z — pz — Au>i dn(cn + i sn),

z = pz = —^4widn(cn— isn), (52)
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where sn, cn, and dn are the Jacobian elliptic functions [17],

tp = f uj(s) ds + 0(t), (53)
Jo

i0 = A\J c3(t), (54)

and the EKB variables are functions of time t. Equation (3) is now replaced by a system

of two first-order differential equations,

Ac'o £ sn cn „ r,, . ,, e
A=^£lidn2~ A^ Re[/(cn - 1 Sn)1 + 2A^Im[/(cn " * Sn)1' (55)

i) = A,Jci- ' 2 Re[/(cn-isn)], (56)
A1^ dn

where / is the function /* in which the Hamiltonian variables are replaced by the EKB

variables A and ip.

The Hamiltonian (50) in the new variables (51) and (52) is

H = -\A4c3. (57)

Substituting (51) and (52) into (14) the first integral of the motion for the dynamical

system under consideration in EKB variables is obtained. It is

D — \ A4c^cj — ̂ A2iy/cs dn[(cn — i sn)</> — (cn + i sn)0], (58)

where the functions 4>, <1?, a and the corresponding complex functions satisfy the relations

(13) and (15), i.e.,

A2i^/cs dn[(cn + isn)$ — (cn — isn)$] — e/[^42zv/C3 dn(cn — isn)a — <fr]

+ £f[A2iy/c2, dn(cn + i sn)<r — <f>] = 0

^A4C3& + |A4C3<7 — ̂ A2—^= dn[(cn — i sn)</> — (cn + isn)
1 , 1 a4a__„ 1 A2 c3

\/C3

— \ A2i^Jc:i dn[(cn — i sn)<f> — (cn+ isn)<£]

— {Ai^/cs dn[(cn — isn)cp — (cn+ isn)</>] — ̂ .r43c3cr}

Ac\ , n e sn cn
^ dn" -

4c3 Asjcj, dn2

4- {A2iy/cs sn cn[(cn — i sn)<j> — (cn + i sn)</>]

+ \A? dn2[(cn — isn)^> — (cn+ isn)0]}

x s AJci   ry Re[/(cn — i sn)] > = 0.
1 V A^dn2 nf

Re[/(cn - i sn)] + ^Im[/(cn - i sn)] | (60)
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6. Adiabatic invariants for pure cubic systems. We repeat the method de-

scribed in the previous section. We assume the series (28)—(30), substitute them into the

relations (59) and (60), and separate terms of the same order of e. It follows that

£°: |zdn
, . ,d(j)o , , . ,d(j)o
(»->»)—-(cn+!sn) —

+ (isn cn+idn2)[(cn— isn)^0 — (cn+ isn)^>o] (61)

- <9(7q

dip^W£r = o,

cn - isn)—— (cn + i sn,
dip dip

|idn^42v/ci"

+ i-45C3V/C3^- - 5«dn Aic3

o /__ , o

A^dn'
Re[/(cn — isn)]

/ • \ UVl i • \
(cn-'sn)ftf-(c°+,sn)^r

(cn- «sn)— - (cn + *sn) —+ ^idn A2 s/c3

* {itd"2 + AjU I? Re|/(C" " j S",] " 23^5 Im|/(c" " *Sn)l}

2'

1

'0 /•__ , ,_^0O— Jjidn A2 Jc^c'n (cn — isn)—^— — (cn+ isn)-^^
L dcs dc3

^^_A2c'3i &n[(cxi — isn)(pQ — (cn + isxi)(po] + i-A4c'3ao

1/14 >da0,1 A 4 da° / ^c3 A 2

1 "'S « 3&4 |~4^

1 sn cn „ r„. ,, 1
Ajci dn2 Re|/(c""; sn)l + ^Im[/(c""'sn)1}

dip A2^fa?
~ I-^4c3^T a 9 _,__2 Re[/(cn~ isn)]

+ {Ai^/cs dn[(cn — isn)^0 - (cn+ isn)0o] - \A C3<j0}

X + '»»)! «„)]}

— yl3C3[isn cn+i dn2][(cn — isn)^1 — (cn+ «sn)0i]

1

dn
+ —2 Re[/(cn — i sn)] [i sn cn + | dn2][(cn — i sn)<j>0 — (cn + i sn)</>o] = 0.

(62)
Solving these equations with respect to 0"o, <7i, 0o, <Ai5 and cc we have

<pQ = 0i = 0 (</>0 = = 0), (63)
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ai = 7h{('" + aWI

o"o = ct0(t,A), (64)

Ac', 2 1 sncnnlf, ...
—-— dn +  5- Re /(cn - i sn)

L 4c3 dn2 /J

Im[/(cn — isn)] ** - AA> (^^
2^v^3

(65)
where <To is an arbitrary function of its arguments. Now combining (63)-(65) we find the

quantity D to be

D = i^4c3(cr0 +£<ji). (66)

The quantity D is the adiabatic invariant for the dynamical system for which the equation

of motion is given by (3) or (55) and (56). Let us assume the arbitrary function ao to be

*0 = 1- (67)

Then the adiabatic invariant is

Di = H + eH 1
Ay/ci

Ac'-i ,9 1 sn cn

L

1

—- dn2 + ' — Re[/(cn- isn)]
4c3 A^fci dn2 1 V "

: Im[/(cn — i sn)]
1A^/ci

It represents an energy-type adiabatic invariant. For

dip + Ac\—ib 1 .
' c3 J

A-Jci

the classical type of invariant

w £ y/ci \ 2 c3

is obtained. The adiabatic invariant

4 '

is obtained by assuming

~ A'

Example. If f* = 0, the adiabatic invariants are

D1=H + eH-^=d3-1>, (73)
i/C3 c3

(68)

*0 = "T~7=' (69)

D2 = -+e-^L(i± + -)il> (70)

r2A3
D3 = £V, (71)

a0=^. (72)
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D

Fig. 3. Adiabatic invariants for the cubic oscillator

and the invariants D2 and Dj, are unchanged. Any linear combination of the adiabatic

invariants gives a new adiabatic invariant, for example,

£>4 = D\ + D-2 — D3. (74)

In Fig. 3 the adiabatic invariants are plotted. The initial conditions are A = Aq — 1

and ip = ipo =0. The time-variable function is the same as in the previous example (see

Eq. (46)). It can be seen that the invariants D2 and D4 are almost constant and

and D4 are slowly increasing. £>2 and D4 are independent and these algebraic relations

enable us to write the EKB variables as

A = AoVc3o/c3, (75)

ip=y-r
eco

(76)

In Fig. 4 (see p. 420) the approximate analytical solutions and the exact numerical

solution are plotted in the (x, y)-plane. The difference between the solutions is negligible.
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Fig. 4. Solutions of the motion for the cubic oscillator in the fx. y)-

plane. —Exact numerical solution; asymptotic solution
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